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Summary
In this article, Cybele Raver and Clancy Blair explore a group of cognitive processes called
executive function (EF)—including the flexible control of attention, the ability to hold
information through working memory, and the ability to maintain inhibitory control
EF processes are crucial for young children’s learning. On the one hand, they can help
students control their anxiety when they face challenging academic tasks. On the other,
these same processes can be undermined when children experience chronically stressful
situations—for example, poverty, homelessness, and neighborhood crime. Such adverse early
experiences interfere with children’s development of EF, hampering their ability to manage
challenging situations
Through both behavioral examples and empirical evidence, Raver and Blair illustrate
how children’s cognitive development is intertwined with EF. They show how children’s
regulation of higher-order thinking is related to the regulation of emotion—in both topdown and bottom-up fashion—and they review research on early brain development, EF and
emotion regulation, and children’s academic performance. They also examine the efficacy
of educational interventions that target EF and of integrated interventions that target both
emotional and cognitive regulation.
What does our understanding of EF imply for policy in pre-K–3 education? First, write
Raver and Blair, to help young children learn, school districts need data not only on their
academic readiness but also on key dimensions of EF. Second, we already have interventions
that can at least partially close the gap in neurocognitive function and academic achievement
between children who face multiple types of adversity and those who don’t. In the long run,
though, they argue, the best way to help these children is to invest in programs that reduce
their exposure to chronic severe stress.
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I

n the past 10 years, formal
educational opportunities for
children from early childhood to third
grade have changed dramatically.
Prekindergarten and kindergarten
programs have become increasingly
available, and standards for learning in the
early elementary grades have become more
academically rigorous. As a result, young
children in the United States are spending
more time in formal education and working
harder on academically anchored content.1
For example, the Common Core math
standards say that by first grade, children
should be able to solve word problems that
involve “adding to, taking from, putting
together, taking apart, and comparing,”
with the challenge of solving for unknown
values and using “objects, drawings, and
equations with a symbol for the unknown
number to represent the problem.”2 To be
sure, academic challenges such as these
require complex, higher-order cognitive
skills. Importantly, they also require children
to modulate their attention, emotions, and
motivation so that they remain focused and
persistent when the academic going gets
tough. In this article, we discuss recent
advances in neuroscience that help reveal
the pathways that connect young children’s
higher-order cognitive skills, their emotional
skills, and whether they succeed or struggle
in this academically challenging terrain.
We first outline several breakthroughs in
how neuroscientists understand children’s
brain development. These breakthroughs
highlight the role that a group of cognitive
processes called executive function (EF)
play in children’s opportunities for learning.
What exactly is EF? It encompasses the
flexible control of attention, the ability to
hold information through working memory,
and the ability to maintain inhibitory control.
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Early in the article we offer a behavioral
example and empirical evidence to illustrate
what attention control, working memory,
and inhibitory control look like and how they
work together to support children’s early
learning. We also consider new findings in
neuroscience demonstrating that just as
higher-order cognitive processes (including
mindsets) can help students modulate anxiety
when they face challenging academic tasks,
these same processes can be undermined
when anxiety and challenge become too
great.
Science has recently given us elegant
evidence of how these cognitive and
emotional domains of children’s brain
function are wired together in both topdown and bottom-up fashion. We carefully
describe how children’s regulation of higherorder thinking is related to the regulation
of emotion using these top-down and
bottom-up models; briefly review research
on early brain development, how changes in
brain function and related competencies are
measured, and how both EF and emotion
regulation contribute to children’s academic
performance; and examine factors that
support or constrain children’s development
of those regulatory competencies, allowing
some children to navigate cognitively
demanding and emotionally challenging tasks
more easily than others. In the remainder
of the article, we discuss educational
interventions that target EF and integrated
interventions that target both emotional
and cognitive regulation. We review the
efficacy of these approaches, which range
from individually administered treatments
for clinical levels of EF difficulty to
school interventions that can take place in
classrooms. We wrap up with implications
for policy and prevention in the context of
starting early.
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Top-Down Executive Function and
Academic Success
Imagine a preschooler who wants to join
older siblings or peers as they play a blazingly
intense card game like Uno. The group’s
energy is high, and there’s laughter all
around. But this child doesn’t know how
to play. To get into the game, she needs to
focus her attention, with her brain working at
remarkably rapid pace to pick out important
details (for example, the numbers and shapes
on the cards, or how many cards each player
gets). She can sort these key details from
irrelevant ones, such as whether players
hold the cards in their left or right hands. In
short, children must be able to focus their
attention flexibly so that they can manage
competing and sometimes conflicting chunks
of incoming information, in addition to
being alert and oriented to cues in their
environment. Whether they’re learning
a card game or managing larger, more
academically challenging contexts, children
must also handle competing decision rules
for how to categorize information and solve
problems. This ability to shift cognitive set
flexibly—that is, to see relationships among
things in one way and then shift the mental
frame and see them in a different way—is
central to executive function. To assess
attention shifting, we ask children to sort
test items (pictures of objects, shapes, etc.)
to reflect similarity in one way, such as color;
then we ask them to shift their attention to
a second dimension along which the items
can be categorized, such as size, and to sort
them accordingly. Young children’s abilities
to focus and flexibly shift their attention play
an important role in their capacity to solve
problems in the context of play and learning.3
To learn the card game, the child in
our example also needs to hold a lot of

information in mind, such as what patterns
or groups of cards may be played and
when. In other words, she needs strong
working memory skills. We can easily assess
working memory orally, for example, by
asking children to quickly learn a sequence
of numbers or words and then to repeat
back or recall them in the reverse order.
Developmental research shows that
children’s working memory changes rapidly
during early childhood and plays a key role
in goal-directed behavior and higher-order
problem solving of many kinds.4
Finally, the child who wants not only to
play but also to win that card game needs to
have some basic capacity to avoid behavioral
ruts—that is, she has to inhibit her tendency
to respond automatically. For example, she
may have to stifle the urge to grab a card
she really needs to make a good hand so
as not to tip that hand to other players. In
psychological terms, this ability to inhibit
a more automatic or reactive response
in favor of a reflective and flexible one is
called inhibitory control. Young children
increasingly develop this capacity to inhibit
knee-jerk responses in favor of more
reflective responses that help them meet
goals and avoid errors.5 To assess inhibitory
control, we give a child tasks that encourage a
pattern of response that the child repeatedly
engages in but that must be overcome—that
is, inhibited—in response to a specific cue.
A game like Simon Says, in which the rules
quickly switch, is a good example. Of course,
inhibitory control is in many ways linked to
attention and memory. Children younger
than three, for example, may not only have
trouble inhibiting impulsive responses but
also following and remembering the rules
of the game. Older children master these
skills so that in both academically and socially
challenging contexts, they can inhibit a
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previously learned or dominant but incorrect
response in favor of a less dominant, correct
response.
These three EF skills (flexible shifting and
focusing of attention, working memory, and
inhibitory control) are the foundations of
both children’s and adults’ abilities to meet
goals of all kinds. They serve as air traffic
control for a great deal of brain activity.6
Specifically, EF is associated with neural
activity in areas of the prefrontal cortex,
located in the anatomically topmost and
forward regions of the brain. The signals
from the prefrontal cortex extend to cortical
and subcortical areas anatomically behind
and below the prefrontal cortex (including
areas responsible for motor and emotional
responses to stimuli, such as the basal
ganglia, amygdala, and hippocampus), and
to some degree help control activity in those
areas. For this reason, EF is described
as working in top-down fashion.7 In
combination, EF skills let children organize
information in new ways.
Researchers have developed several models
of EF (as well as more broad constructs of
self-regulation and “approaches to learning”)
that focus to greater or lesser degrees on
how the dimensions of EF work within and
across individuals, and within and across

educational settings from preschool through
K–12 education.8 In all these models,
the consensus is clear: EF gives children
increasing cognitive and behavioral control,
not only letting them solve more complex
academic problems but also allowing them
to take other children’s perspectives and
understand that those perspectives may differ
from their own.9
The neurobiology of executive function offers
insight into its role in children’s early learning
and how early educational experience and
high-quality caregiving support and foster its
development. EF, like the prefrontal cortex,
matures throughout childhood and isn’t fully
developed until early adulthood.10 This leaves
ample opportunity for children’s experiences
to have an extended influence on EF’s
development and on the development of the
prefrontal cortex and its many connections
throughout the brain. Although EF and the
prefrontal cortex develop over an extended
period of time, research suggests that the
prefrontal cortex is active in infancy and that
early indications of EF-like abilities can be
observed in the processing of language and
early inhibition of reaching behavior.11 Not
until children are two or three years old,
however, can complex EF abilities be directly
measured.12

A Year of Growth
What skills can preschoolers demonstrate on simple tasks that require attention, memory, and inhibitory
control? A recent study in Boston suggests that although most children can understand basic rules of a game
in the fall of their prekindergarten year, only about half of them can flexibly remember the different rules of
EF tasks and switch the way they use them. By the spring of their preschool year, most students in high-quality
prekindergarten gained substantial proficiency in mastering the more complex versions of the tasks. For
example, more than three-fourths of students who were assessed could remember and use more complex rules,
and the majority of students could use impulse control and memory to perform well on trials that required
higher EF skills.
Source: Christina Weiland et al., “Associations between Classroom Quality and Children’s Vocabulary and Executive
Function Skills in an Urban Public Prekindergarten Program,” Early Childhood Research Quarterly 28 (2013) 199–209,
doi: 10.1016/j.ecresq.2012.12.002.
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Given EF’s close relation with the prefrontal
cortex, its development in children is fostered
by types of caregiving and early experiences
that facilitate activity in and functioning
of this area of the brain in its top-down
role. These include parenting behaviors
that are grouped together as sensitive care,
specifically, parenting that’s characterized
by joint attention, high levels of scaffolding
of behavior (where the adult provides
appropriate levels of support and challenge),
and low levels of intrusiveness and
detachment. Failures of executive control
are frequent in early childhood (for example,
during the terrible twos), and parents and
caregivers need to exercise patience and
understanding. Three- to four-year-olds don’t
have the same capacity for executive function
that six- to seven-year-olds do, and these
differences are reflected in the educational
approaches taken in prekindergarten and the
early elementary grades. Prekindergarten
involves activities through which children
acquire information about academic content
through purposeful play and exploration.
Prekindergarten also often involves shorter
periods of teacher-led instruction that take
into account preschoolers’ more limited
attention skills and inhibitory control. Early
elementary education requires children to
begin putting information to use in more
formal math, reading, and writing activities
that capitalize on their capacity for longer
periods of focused and sustained attention,
inhibitory control, and working memory.
Early parenting and prekindergarten
education that fosters EF prepares children
to meet the expectations of the early
elementary grades.
We now have strong evidence, including
experimental evidence, to show that the
development of EF before children enter
school consistently predicts early math and

early reading skills, even when we control for
prior achievement and measures of general
mental ability.13 From the standpoint of
cognitive ability, EF is manifestly important
for holding information in mind when solving
mathematics problems and for learning early
literacy skills such as phonemic awareness,
where a compound word is understood to be
composed of two shorter words (for example,
toothbrush.) Accordingly, our research has
consistently shown—across multiple samples
of children from low-income homes—that
individual EF differences in children as
young as four or five predict their math
and literacy ability from preschool through
later elementary school.14 For example, in
two different studies, Clancy Blair (one of
the authors of this article) and colleagues
found that children’s EF predicted their
performance in math across the early school
years, even after taking into account their
general cognitive abilities (or IQ) and other
aspects of social-emotional competence.15
Other research teams have found that
children’s EF skills predict academic
achievement over the early elementary
years and through adolescence.16 Several
studies have taken into account (or
statistically controlled for) early measures
of children’s achievement and found that
these self-regulatory skills are related to
later achievement net of those early skills.17
Longitudinal studies—that is, studies that
follow children over time—have also shown
that just as EF promotes math and reading,
learning math and learning to read foster the
development of EF.18
The more purely cognitive aspects of EF
explain part but not all of the self-regulation
story when predicting young children’s
academic achievement in school settings.
Specifically, models that emphasize only
VOL. 26 / NO. 2 / FALL 2016
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the top-down cognitive aspects of EF don’t
fully account for the way that emotions—
such as frustration, anxiety, enthusiasm, and
motivation—can undercut or energize EF.
Children’s capacity to manage or modulate
emotions (whether they’re playing a game
with peers or handling the feelings that
arise when tackling difficult academic
material) is called emotion regulation.
Prevailing definitions of emotion regulation
highlight not only how children’s emotions
are regulated themselves, but also how
emotions regulate cognitive functioning and
social interactions.19 We now turn to those
emotional regulatory processes and how they
work hand in hand in a bottom-up fashion
with top-down EF.

reciprocally connected with the prefrontal
cortex; consequently, both influence and are
influenced by EF. The connectivity between
the limbic and cortical areas of the brain
makes perfect evolutionary sense—the brain
areas associated with emotion and stress
need to communicate effectively with the
thinking brain (the prefrontal cortex) to
direct attention, thinking skills, and planning
and problem-solving resources to things that
are important for our wellbeing.21 Emotional
arousal sharpens and strengthens attention
to the environmental details that are relevant
to our goals and interests. At very high levels,
however, emotion can disrupt cognitive
control, hijacking attention and depleting
cognitive resources.22

Bottom-Up Emotional Regulation
and Learning

Neurobiologically, the way that the
emotional (limbic) brain communicates
with the thinking brain is by increasing
neurotransmitter levels that at a moderate
level cause neurons in the prefrontal
cortex to be more active. Those key
neurotransmitters (dopamine and
norepinephrine) work in concert with the
hormone cortisol, the end product of stressrelated activity in what’s known as the body’s
hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis.
Because cortisol is present in children’s
saliva, it offers scientists a rough proxy for
measuring how children’s brains and bodies
are responding to their environments. When
levels of cortisol and other neurotransmitters
are too high (indicating that a person is
emotionally overwrought and stressed out)
or when they are too low (indicating that
the person is bored and lethargic), activity
in the prefrontal cortex drops; consequently,
the valuable thinking skills that this brain
area supports aren’t as readily available. This
bottom-up, top-down relationship between
emotions and higher-order cognitive skills is
paralleled by children’s increasing capacity

Let’s return to the preschooler trying to work
her way into (and possibly even win) that
fast-paced card game. If she gets too excited
by the thought of beating her opponents
or too frustrated from having lost the most
recent hand, she may lose focus and miss
her turn; she may momentarily forget the
rules; or she may lose behavioral control and
jump the gun, playing her hand too soon.
In short, her excitement or frustration play
a significant role in how well she learns and
plays the game. As the neurobiology of EF
indicates, and parents and teachers attest,
young children’s EF skills can be alternately
supported or derailed by their emotional
state and by the physiological response to the
stress that accompanies emotional responses
to environmental challenges.20 In broadbrush terms, this happens because the brain
areas associated with reactivity and regulation
of emotion and stress—structures in the
limbic brain below the cortex, sometimes
referred to as the reptilian brain—are
1 00
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Rapid Improvement
How much does children’s EF skill grow over time? In one study of young children in rural and semirural communities, growth in EF was about 1.5 standard deviations per year—meaning that a four-year-old child in the lowest
end of the distribution for her age group would be at the upper end of the distribution for three-year-olds.
This rapid growth means that parents and prekindergarten teachers can expect pronounced improvement in
children’s abilities to hold information in mind; to flexibly regulate attention, emotion, and behavior in response
to changing contexts and contingencies; to show higher levels of sustained attention and engagement; and to
disengage from activities when they need to. By kindergarten, evidence from nationally representative data sets
suggests, teachers recognize and value these increased competencies; children perform better not only on direct
assessments of EF but also on teacher-reported measures of attention, persistence, and behavioral control.
Source: Michael T. Willoughby et al., “The Measurement of Executive Function at Age 3 Years: Psychometric Properties
and Criterion Validity of a New Battery of Tasks,” Psychological Assessment 22 (2010): 306–17, doi: 10.1037/a0018708.

to exert top-down cognitive control over
negative emotional states, such as frustration
and anxiety, and also to maintain the optimal
levels of attention and focus associated with
the motivation and engagement that are
essential for doing well in school.
As we saw in the card game, a child’s
acquisition of challenging material can be
accompanied by a surge of excitement and
pride in her role as a learner. Alternately,
children can become increasingly aware of
failures, with corresponding negative selfappraisal and rising withdrawal from the
process of learning—effectively turning EF
off. To explore this process, we must take
a step back to map the ways that children’s
emotional processes are regulating (and
dysregulating) and regulated.23 A good
example of the role that the bottom-up,
top-down nature of EF plays in education
can be seen in a recent study of first- and
second-graders. Anxiety about mathematics
co-opts the working memory resources
that students need for complex problem
solving, leaving them vulnerable to choking
under pressure.24 Only a few studies have
examined the neurobiological and behavioral
mechanisms that link younger children’s
anxiety levels to their acquisition and recall of
academic information in the early elementary
grades.25 This promising area of research is

likely to yield new directions for educational
intervention.
From early childhood through early
elementary school, fortunately, children grow
increasingly competent at using voluntary
cognitive control to rein in their emotions.
Attention, working memory, and inhibitory
control each play a key role in that process.
This relationship between emotion and EF
highlights the complex and interrelated
nature of influences on learning, and shows
that focusing on the social and emotional
aspects of self-regulation is a key part of
elementary education.26
First, research in both neuroscience
and developmental science shows that
voluntarily focusing attention (both visually
and psychologically) away from sources of
distress is a powerful way to manage emotion
and maintain behavioral self-control.27
Landmark research on young children’s
ability to delay gratification using prohibited
but tempting food rewards (such as a
marshmallow) is often used to illustrate the
power of executive attention. Children who
can distract themselves from the source of
temptation are able to wait longer and are
correspondingly more successful in meeting
the task’s goal than are children who look
at or think about the tempting item.28 In
VOL. 26 / NO. 2 / FALL 2016
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an innovative experimental twist on the
marshmallow delay task, young children
have also been found to accrue information
about the reliability or predictability of
their environments. Children who were
randomly assigned to interact with an adult
experimenter who was unreliable in coming
through with promises (of stickers) waited
significantly less time before eating the
marshmallow than did children randomized
to interact with a more reliable adult.29
These findings show that young children
can mentally focus on the prospect of either
a more positive or more negative outcome,
demonstrating experimentally induced
differences in the power of young children’s
mindsets for self-control.
In more recent work with older children at
risk for anxiety and depression, psychological
distraction away from potential negative
outcomes, such as performing badly on
academic or social tasks, has consistently
been associated with a reduction in negative
mood, while rumination (or difficulty
psychologically disengaging attention
from negative mental perceptions) has
been associated with increased activity
in limbic brain areas and greater feelings
of worry and sadness.30 As we’ll discuss
below, the recursive top-down, bottom-up
nature of executive function and emotion
regulation holds substantial promise for
educational intervention. Helping children
modify their attention biases away from
negative stimuli and toward more positive
stimuli may reduce negative moods and
give them greater emotional and cognitive
self-control.31
Second, neuroscience research provides
strong evidence that children can adapt
through set-shifting, that is, reorienting how
they appraise stimuli that were originally
1 02
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understood to be upsetting.32 People
deploy this form of EF when they take a
psychological step back from experiencing a
situation or event as painful, frustrating, or
upsetting, and instead reappraise it in ways
that limit its disruptive power. As a topdown form of emotion regulation, cognitive
reappraisal is associated with increased
prefrontal cortex activity and decreased
activity in emotional areas of brain, such
as the amygdala and medial orbitofrontal
cortex.33 The cognitive reappraisal model
tells us why some children—and adults—
may be more vulnerable than others
to interpreting their own errors and
difficulties when learning new material
as a lack of ability or intelligence, leading
them to be less motivated to learn. In
an exceptionally powerful set of mindset
interventions, researchers have illustrated
that cognitive reappraisal can substantially
shift older students’ emotional responses
to learning new, difficult material and their
neurocognitive responses to making errors.34
Those EF-based skills let students exert
willpower in ways that have been depicted
as cool and logical; students become
empowered by reflecting on a given situation
or problem, setting and monitoring progress
toward goals, and implementing specific
strategies to manage behavior and meet those
goals.35
In sum, neuroscience, developmental
science, and education research together
give researchers and policymakers new ways
to understand the recursive neurocognitive
and emotional processes that underlie young
children’s success and failure when learning.
Rapid advances in research also show that
adverse early experiences impede the
development of EF and their related capacity
to manage negative emotions and motivation
in challenging situations. Accompanying
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advances in prevention science point to the
ways that children’s EF and emotional and
behavioral self-regulation can be substantially
improved through environmental enrichment
from both parents and teachers.

Children’s early experiences
with their caregivers
profoundly influence the
processes that undergird
their executive functions and
emotion regulation later in
early childhood.
What Helps and What Hurts
As we’ve said, children’s early experiences
with their caregivers profoundly influence
the neurobiological and behavioral processes
that undergird their executive functions and
emotion regulation later in early childhood.36
Sensitive, contingent parental care not
only scaffolds children’s attention, EF, and
regulation of emotion, but also supports
optimal connectivity at the neurobiological
level.37 Conversely, children who experience
severely neglectful caregiving are at greater
risk of neurobiological and behavioral harm;
multiple regions of their brains that are
responsible for EF and emotion regulation
are at greater risk of both structural and
functional compromise.38 Several studies
show that when children are adopted
from highly neglectful institutional care
settings into homes with more sensitive
caregivers, their emotional and higher-order
cognitive skills can partially recover, with
corresponding partial improvement in brain
health and connectivity—especially if they’re
adopted before they’re two years old.

Fortunately, few children experience such
severe deprivation in infancy. Although
studies of children in acutely deprived
environments, as well as research on
brain and behavioral development among
maltreated children and children in foster
care, tell us a great deal about the brain’s
malleability in the face of both environmental
insult and intensive support, they don’t tell
us about how those processes unfold for most
children in most families and communities
in the United States.39 Recent evidence
from research on both human infants and
animals makes abundantly clear that the
normative neurobiological and endocrine
processes underlying children’s attention,
EF, and emotion regulation are in large part
shaped by whether and how parents provide
sensitive, contingent care and organized,
stable routines from the early months of life
through early childhood.40 Both caregivers
and infants experience positive changes in
brain function, brain connectivity, and stress
hormones when they are behaviorally in sync;
this dynamic, self-reinforcing synchrony
supports early attention, emotional control,
and EF.41
Conversely, studies show that parents
who struggle with high levels of anxiety,
negative mood, and psychosocial strain
also struggle at a neurobiological level to
accurately read and tune in to their babies’
cues.42 They chronically miss opportunities
to connect with their babies through
coordinated attention and positive emotional
exchanges involving smiles, laughter, and
delight.43 Moreover, studies of young
children’s neuroendocrine function have
demonstrated that higher-quality care from
nonparental caregivers in childcare settings
can also contribute to early regulation of
both cognition and emotion.44 The good
news is that recent interventions using
VOL. 26 / NO. 2 / FALL 2016
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neuroscientific tools to measure infants’
and toddlers’ neurocognitive and emotional
development clearly show that we can
support both parents and children into
more positive trajectories of interaction,
with positive implications for early EF and
emotion regulation.45
Forces outside the parent-child dyad
can also alternately support or undercut
healthy development. Specifically, extensive
research over the past two decades has
shown that poverty—and the associated
exposure to a range of adverse experiences
collectively referred to as toxic stress—
makes parents more likely to misinterpret
their children’s cues and to be more
irritable, more intrusive, and less patient
during routine interactions, leaving parents
and children at greater risk of falling
out of interactional sync.46 By disrupting
interactions with caregivers, povertyrelated stress puts children at greater risk
for neuropsychological difficulties with EF,
for difficulty modulating fear and anger,
and for less optimal patterns of attention.47
Family socioeconomic disadvantage
can have negative, stress inducing, and
neurocognitively costly consequences for
adults as well as for children.48
However, positive caregiving can buffer
young children in the face of adverse
experiences, and many, many parents
provide sensitive, nurturing care while
struggling to make ends meet.49 In our own
research with a longitudinal sample known
as the Family Life Project, we found that
children growing up in rural and semiurban areas hard-hit by poverty had higher
resting levels of the stress hormone cortisol
between 7 and 24 months of age compared
to somewhat more economically advantaged
peers. In our longitudinal analyses, it
1 04
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was clear that positive parenting behavior
substantially protected children from these
negative consequences of poverty.50
In addition to the stress of struggling to
make economic ends meet, many US
families also experience sufficient disruption
and instability both inside and outside the
household to place children’s EF skills and
emotion regulation at risk. In the past five
years, we’ve learned a great deal about
several sources of stress, including lack of
safety and lack of stability or predictability,
which appear to be particularly toxic.
For example, evidence from both animal
and human studies suggests that chaotic,
unpredictable, or unstable conditions
may compromise organisms’ ability to
appropriately regulate their physiological,
cognitive, and behavioral responses to
stress.51 Clinical research suggests that high
levels of instability, such as when foster
children experience multiple changes in
households and caregivers, have grave
consequences not only for the way they
react to stress, but also for their emotion
regulation and EF.52 New research shows
that less extreme forms of family turbulence,
including adults moving in and out of the
household or families changing households
frequently, also takes a toll on children’s
stress physiology, EF, and inhibitory control.53
High levels of mobility or instability outside
the home can also affect children—national
Head Start data suggest that switching
preschools in early childhood predicts greater
academic difficulty in kindergarten and early
elementary school.54
Another source of toxic stress that can
place children’s development of EF and
their academic achievement at greater
risk is exposure to threatening people,
places, and situations. Children’s risk of
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exposure to those types of threats increases
in conditions of economic hardship, but
many children across a range of economic
strata must cope with sources of stress like
bullying, family violence, or neighborhood
crime. For example, regardless of family
income, exposure to violent, traumatic
events restructures children’s attentional,
emotional, and cognitive control networks
to be on high alert. Adults and children
who’ve been exposed to traumatic threats
have consistently been found to pay more
attention to negative cues, to have more
difficulty switching cognitive gears in the face
of negative information, and to experience
more negative moods.55 The behavioral
effects of exposure to violence are paralleled
by clear evidence of changes in activation
and connectivity of brain regions associated
with emotion processing, attention,
and executive function.56 Witnessing or
overhearing aggression between adults in the
household is also associated with significant
compromises in children’s physiological
stress response, their capacity to regulate
their attention and emotion, and their
effortful control.57 The negative effects of
threatening events and experiences also
extend to children’s experiences of violence
in their neighborhoods and schools. For
example, analyses among older children
suggest that chronic exposure to the threat
of violence from their peers detracts from
children’s ability to regulate their stress
response physiology, attention, emotion,
and cognition.58 Though rates of bullying
are lower in elementary school than in
middle school, evidence suggests that
kindergarten through third grade can be
deeply stressful for a small number of
students who experience chronic verbal and
physical aggression from peers.59 Similarly,
our findings suggest that exposure to violent
crimes in the neighborhood has deleterious

consequences for children’s attention biases
in both the preschool and early elementary
years.60 Biased attention to negative social
cues and hypervigilant and reactive cognitive
response profiles may help children detect
early warning signs of conflict in the short
run, but they are maladaptive in the long
run.
We want to be clear: Many, many children
who live settings that can be characterized
as turbulent, unsafe, or economically
disadvantaged are doing well in school.
Exposure to adverse events doesn’t
destine a child to have trouble regulating
cognition, emotion, and attention. Instead,
such exposure raises the probability that a
given child will face regulatory difficulty,
making it harder to navigate demands and
expectations at school. A key implication is
that many children don’t come to school on
a level playing field with their counterparts
who are exposed to less stress, given the way
adverse experiences affect children’s ability
to remain cognitively reflective, calm, and
focused. Just as we must recognize the toll
that toxic stress takes on children’s potential,
we must examine how interventions can
support self-regulation and help all children
meet their academic potential.

Interventions
In nationally representative surveys,
kindergarten teachers consistently name
the skills that make up EF and emotion
regulation as key components of young
students’ ability to successfully handle the
first few months of formal schooling. Recent
efforts to measure kindergarten readiness
at the state level reflect this (see box). But
how can teachers and schools do their
part to support children’s EF and emotion
regulation, particularly given the substantial
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Using EF to Assess School Readiness
EF’s association with school readiness and early school achievement is so well established empirically and
theoretically that 12 states include it as one aspect of readiness in their initiatives to assess and ensure school
readiness for all children. (The initiatives include the Ready for Kindergarten: Early Childhood Comprehensive
Assessment System in Maryland and Ohio; the BUILD K–3 Formative Assessment System encompassing nine
states; and the Arkansas Early Learning Standards). These readiness assessments and standards describe behavioral and academic competencies that are appropriate for children between the ages of four and six. For executive function, these competencies involve behaviors such as understanding and following multistep instructions;
seeking and gathering information; managing the expression of thoughts, feelings, and impulses; and similar
behaviors in which EF is understood to be central. Age-appropriate expectations for behavior in these readiness
assessments map well to what we know about the development of EF in the preschool period.
Source: Patricia J. Bauer and Philip David Zelazo, “The National Institutes of Health Toolbox for the Assessment of
Neurological and Behavioral Function: A Tool for Developmental Science,” Child Development Perspectives 8 (2014):
119–24, doi: 10.1111/cdep.12080.

disparities in EF and emotion regulation skill
across groups of young children? We now
turn to several examples of interventions and
classroom approaches that hold promise for
prekindergarten through early elementary
school.

struggle with EF. However, this approach
hasn’t been well evaluated among children
who face high levels of adversity, particularly
when they also face higher levels of
performance-related anxiety, and it may not
be sufficient as the primary or sole technique.

Individualized Interventions Targeting
EFs and Related Top-Down Processes

Alternatively, a set of individually targeted
brain training approaches has recently been
developed with clinically referred groups of
children who have high levels of difficulty
with attention and inhibitory control. These
computer-based methods focus on changing
children’s underlying neurocognitive
functioning. For example, to enhance their
working memory, young children repeatedly
practice increasingly challenging versions of
a specific type of working memory task (in
about 20 sessions of 30 or more minutes),
using an adaptive video game–like format.
The repeated practice leads not only to
immediate improvement on the task, but
also to improvement on similar types of
working memory tasks (with effect sizes
equal to approximately half of a standard
deviation).63 However, evaluations of this
approach have yielded mixed evidence of
whether children also improve when it comes
to more general skills, such as academic
achievement or classroom behavior.64 Yet

First, a large number of clinical and
educational tools have been designed to
directly target children’s attention, working
memory, and inhibitory control.61 For
example, students who are having trouble
in key EF domains receive skills-based
support over several sessions to learn how
to stay more attentive and organized in
completing schoolwork.62 A recent metaanalysis examined whether such programs are
effective among elementary-aged students
and reported surprisingly large estimates of
their benefits: approximately six extra months’
worth of learning (or, for readers familiar
with statistical analysis, about three-fourths
of a standard deviation) across measures
of motivation, self-regulated learning, and
achievement. These findings suggest that
explicit instruction in self-regulated learning
strategies may benefit some students who
1 06
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this direct training approach continues to
hold neuroscientists’ and clinicians’ interest
because trials with adults have yielded
intriguing evidence of increased neural
activity in the working memory–related
circuitry associated with the prefrontal cortex
and associated neurotransmitters.65 Working
memory training has also been found to
yield significant benefits for children with
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. One
problem with those randomized controlled
efficacy trials is that they were not balanced
for the potentially positive influence of social
engagement with the clinician or trainer.66
This problem suggests that we need a second
set of randomized controlled trials using
alternate control conditions that vary in the
ways children receive social support from
adults while completing computer-based
training.

these methods benefit children’s attention,
working memory, and impulse control.
For example, several trials have targeted
children’s EF through structured small-group
and whole-class activities involving inhibitory
control, cognitive flexibility, and working
memory that can be delivered at various
times of the school day. An initial evaluation
of such activities—delivered over 16 brief
playgroup sessions of 20 to 30 minutes with
a small sample of children—found minimal
effects.67 However, a second evaluation
with a larger group of low-income children
and classrooms found that those explicitly
EF-building activities were associated with
small to moderate gains on two measures of
EF of approximately one-fifth to one-third of
a standard deviation (equivalent to about two
to three months’ worth of expected growth
and development).68

Like the self-regulated learning strategies we
described above, these training approaches
haven’t been extensively tested to see how
well they work with children who face great
adversity. Another problem is that these
approaches have been individually delivered
in the laboratory. We don’t know whether
they can be delivered in the classroom, or
whether their benefits can be sustained at
home and in school—settings that can be
disorganized, unpredictable, or chaotic. A
third approach, then, has been to target the
classroom to support young children’s EF
more broadly.

In contrast to using EF-targeted classroom
activities limited to specific times of the
day, a program called Tools of the Mind
takes a comprehensive approach, meaning
that all classroom learning is structured to
foster EF (and other aspects of children’s
development, particularly oral language).69
Tools of the Mind aims to reorient teachers’
instructional style to emphasize scaffolding
of children’s planning, self-regulation, and
learning, and to reorient classroom activities
to make them more child-centered and
child-directed. One of the program’s major
learning activities is structured sociodramatic
play, in which children plan and then act out
pretend scenarios such as “grocery store”
in a designated area of the classroom with
props like a cash register and grocery items.
In carrying out this type of purposeful play,
children practice switching between their
pretend and stage-directing roles while
using language to regulate their own and
their peers’ attention and actions. Children

Classroom Approaches Targeting TopDown Processes
In the past decade, a range of classroom
activities and approaches to teacher training
has been introduced and evaluated using
randomized controlled trials. Many of the
trials have produced substantial evidence that
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also collaborate in pairs to complete activity
center–based learning activities, such as
breaking down words into sounds, placing
objects into categories, and jointly solving
early math problems. Throughout the day
and school year, the program also offers
opportunities for children to reflect on and
discuss their progress on learning and on
planning and problem solving with their
teachers.70 The theory behind Tools of the
Mind is that children who experience a
classroom environment conducive to EF will
improve not only on measures of EF and
emotion regulation, but also on measures of
academic ability.
Evaluations of Tools of the Mind have
produced mixed results. An early evaluation
of the program’s preschool version was
promising, but a later, larger trial found that
Tools of the Mind had no effect on any aspect
of preschool children’s school readiness.71
A third evaluation with children who were
English language learners from low-income
homes found that the program produced
effects at one site but not another.72 But
an evaluation of the kindergarten version
of Tools of the Mind, using a randomized
controlled trial spanning several school
districts in Massachusetts, demonstrated that
the approach clearly benefited both middleincome and low-income children, with gains
in both self-regulation and early academics.73
Moreover, compared with the control
group, kindergartners in schools with a high
proportion of low-income students showed
the largest benefits in the areas of working
memory, executive attention, inhibitory
control, reasoning ability, and vocabulary.74
In contrast to many interventions whose
benefits appear to fade out after one or more
years, children who were initially enrolled in
Tools of the Mind kindergarten classrooms
continued to demonstrate greater gains in
1 08
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reading and vocabulary into the first grade
than their control group counterparts. In
short, Tools of the Mind has demonstrated
academic benefit for young children in
some but not all studies. Though mixed, this
evidence has been persuasive enough to
educational leaders that many school districts
have adopted classroom EF approaches in
both prekindergarten and kindergarten.

Classroom Approaches Targeting Both
Bottom-Up and Top-Down Processes
As we said above, the neurobiological
model of bottom-up, top-down relationships
between EF and emotion regulation suggests
that we should widen our intervention
approaches to help children not only
increase their attention and inhibitory
control, but also manage anger, sadness, and
fear.75 In efficacy trials among low-income
preschoolers, several classroom approaches
to simultaneously support stronger EFs and
emotional and behavioral self-regulation have
yielded impressive short-term benefits, and
smaller but significant impacts when taken
to scale. This type of intervention approach
has also come up against the problem of
fade-out: That is, it has yielded mixed (rather
than overwhelmingly strong) evidence
of sustained improvement in children’s
academic performance through the transition
to kindergarten.76
What does this type of intervention look
like in real-world classrooms? One model
for kindergarten through fifth grade, called
SECURe, explicitly targets multiple domains
of self-regulation, including EF, emotional
regulation, and interpersonal skills. To
do so, it uses a number of mechanisms:
helping teachers manage their classrooms,
restructuring daily routines, and directly
supporting the curriculum through brain
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games and lessons.77 Preliminary results
indicate that this multipronged approach has
impressive benefits, particularly given that
the early efficacy trials have been conducted
among a large number of schools that vary in
their capacity to successfully implement new
curricular and instructional approaches.78
Given that children’s emotional difficulties
can also be tied to parents’ lack of
responsiveness and unpredictability
(and to lack of safety in the home and
neighborhood), some prevention scientists
have also found innovative ways to
include parents as well as teachers in early
intervention. Trials that incorporate parents
and teachers have yielded substantial benefits
for young children, improving both their
emotion regulation and their academic
readiness.79 Some interventions work
through parent groups that meet in schools,
successfully bolstering self-regulatory and
early literacy skills for students who are at
higher risk for emotional and EF difficulty.
One example of a program targeting children
at greater risk is the KITS intervention,
where the group intervention to parents
is delivered over a relatively short period
during the two months before children
transition to kindergarten.80 Additionally,
a few prevention models have tackled the
behavioral and neurocognitive consequences
of children’s exposure to trauma in both the
community and the home. Although these
models haven’t yet been extensively tested
through experimental design to see whether
they lead to EF benefits and academic gains,
they hold substantial promise from both
theoretical and practitioner perspectives.81
Similar approaches that target the school
climate more generally in elementary and
middle schools, such as School-Wide Positive
Behavioral Interventions and Supports, have
yielded clear benefits.82 These programs

not only reduce aggression and bullying
among children, but they may also help
adults to reinterpret children’s poor emotion
regulation, effectively changing teachers’
mindsets regarding whether economically
vulnerable students in their classrooms have
the capacity to change, grow, and learn.83
School leaders who have implemented
programs that focus on trauma report that
students express greater trust of adults and a
stronger sense of emotional attachment and
belonging, and that they’re better at focusing
their attention and maintaining a more
reflective cognitive orientation to learning.84
These approaches are guided by models
of bottom-up regulation, which propose
that if we help children develop greater
emotional self-control through intervention,
environmental stress will be less likely to
hijack their higher-order cognitive processes.
But what about targeting top-down EF
processes to help young learners manage
negative emotions like frustration and
anxiety? A burgeoning model that falls loosely
into the category of mindset interventions
has demonstrated impressive positive impacts
on helping children to shift their ideas about
their own capacity to learn and to hold up
under academic pressure.85 Interventions that
follow this model are based on evidence that
older students’ encounters with situational
cues that highlight expectations of failure not
only capture their attention but also trigger
greater demands on EF and emotional
regulation.86 In field experiments among
students in middle school, high school,
and college, mindset interventions have
been found to reduce feelings of anxiety,
improve motivation, and improve academic
achievement.87 But we know less about
whether younger children will experience
the same benefits. Nor do we know whether
the academic gains from such interventions
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result from changes in children’s EF and
corresponding regulation of emotion.
Children’s ability (and encouragement
through intervention) to shift set may be a
key mechanism for helping them adopt new,
more flexible perspectives on their own and
others’ minds, intentions, and feelings.88
Children’s stronger versus weaker selfregulation skills may also be a key factor that
influences their vulnerability to situational
triggers and either amplifies or attenuates
the effect of mindset interventions on their
academic performance. For example, during
a tough math test students with stronger EFs
may be more likely to shift their attention
from errors in their performance and focus
instead on larger goals.89 Other students with
less skill in flexibly deploying their attention
may get more easily snagged by early but
transient indicators of test-taking difficulty,
and they may have a harder time tamping
down rising feelings of anxiety. Whether or
not mindset approaches are found to directly
involve EFs, studies of these interventions
demonstrate that students’ higher-order
cognition can forcefully shape beliefs,
mood, effort, and outcomes in ways that are
empowering and liberating. This represents
an exceptionally innovative and exciting area
for research.

Policy Implications
Recent analyses of longitudinal data suggest
that children’s self-regulation plays a
powerful role in predicting the long-term
likelihood that they’ll experience “health,
wealth, and public safety.”90 For example,
one analysis found that four-year-olds’
attention and persistence predicts not only
their academic achievement in high school,
but also their odds of finishing college by
age 21, even after accounting for their
achievement levels and other characteristics,
1 10
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such as their mothers’ educational level.91
Given their powerful role in predicting later
academic and behavioral success, we’re
gravely concerned by mounting evidence
that adversity places young children’s EF and
emotional regulation in jeopardy.

School districts need data
not only on the academic
readiness of young children
entering preschool and early
elementary school, but also on
key dimensions of EF.
One key policy implication is that school
districts need data not only on the academic
readiness of young children entering
preschool and early elementary school,
but also on key dimensions of EF such as
attention, working memory and inhibitory
control. Given both direct and indirect
linkages among EF, emotion regulation,
children’s ability to handle increasingly
challenging academic demands, districts
would be also be wise to have information on
so-called soft skills, for example, children’s
capacity to modulate negative emotions.
Fortunately, low-cost tools for directly
assessing children’s cognitive control
and emotion regulation are increasingly
available and show promise that they can
be taken to scale. We have expanded the
assessment toolkit used to assess young
children’s EF in the lab to include large
numbers of children in kindergarten and
universal prekindergarten in large, urban
school districts like New York City. Wider
use of such tools would help us estimate
how many children have trouble with EFs—
information that would have strong public
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health significance. For example, if data
on children’s EFs were collected citywide,
they could be geocoded and mapped to
help policy leaders clearly see where scarce
educational resources could be deployed to
make the most difference for children’s early
learning.
A second policy implication is that
interventions targeting EF and related selfregulatory skills in preschool through the
early elementary grades can and do alter
young children’s early academic trajectories.
In this article, we’ve highlighted the value
of targeting not one but many possible
mechanisms at both the neuropsychological
and behavioral level, using interventions
designed to work both with individual
children and with classrooms as a whole.
When those different mechanisms are
activated, we have strong evidence that

we can at least partially, if not fully, close
the gap in neurocognitive function and
academic achievement between children
who face multiple types of adversity and
their better-off counterparts in early
childhood and the early elementary years.
Third, though we may make progress
in supporting young children with
interventions that represent more oars in
the water, we are rowing against the tide
of children’s continued exposure to high
levels of adversity as they grow older. We
must now find the political will to invest in
programs that reduce children’s exposure
to stresses like family financial hardship,
household instability, and neighborhood
crime, turning the tide for young children’s
neurocognitive development, academic
achievement, and behavioral health in the
years ahead.
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